DRAINAGE PROFILE
SYNTHETIC ATHLETIC FIELD

NOTES:
1. Pipe Installation Dep't. Sizing - Siphon, Slope and Backfill Material Shall Per Project Plans.
2. Tape As Required.
3. 60 Penny Pins or Duct Tape Above and Across with Secure. Advance per fabricated.
4. Bottom Stone As Per Spec.
5. Compacted to 90% Proctor
6. Top Stone As Per Spec.
7. Compacted to 90% Proctor

SYNTHETIC TURF THICKNESS

0.95" Slope From Crown

ADVANCED PER FABRICATED

FRONT AS FABRICATED OR FABRIC.

GEOTEXTILE AS SPECIFIED

COMPACTED TO 95% PROCTOR

BY DESIGN END.

NATURAL SOIL, COMPACTED

FLAT ON THE SUBGRADE OR FABRIC.

ADVANCED (£25) AS SPECIFIED, LANE.

SYNTHETIC ATHLETIC FIELD
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